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to steer Hurricane Erin towards New York City4). They similarly seem blissfully unaware of the evidence 
of changes occurring throughout the solar system5.

My Own Interest in Disclosure and Related Issues 

At this point, I would like to briefly describe how I became interested in topics such as Free Energy, UFO’s 
and ET’s and in finding out what really happened on 9/116. I have always held an interest in documented 
phenomena which cannot be explained by mainstream science, and in 1997, soon after I got my first dial-
up internet access, I used it to find out more information on such things. I even posted a page on Ball 
Lightning7, which generated messages from people who had seen it.  

Also, I had always held an interest in “Free Energy” technology and had followed the mysterious and 
troubling developments in Cold Fusion, which by the mid 90’s seemed to have faded into obscurity – but 
through internet searches, I learned there was more to the story8.

The Disclosure Project 

In 2003, I first came across the Disclosure Project9, headed by Dr. Steven Greer. He had organised a Press 
Conference in 2001, which I had heard nothing about at the time. 21 witnesses testified to their knowledge 
and involvement in the UFO/ET cover up and he had compiled a 500-page document summarising key 
aspects of their testimony10. This was a very interesting document to read! 

Crucially, I found his discussion and analysis of the links between the UFO/ET issue and the energy issue 
to be immediately compelling. He said that it was clear from the way these vehicles performed that they 
must use some kind of advanced “fuel-less” or extremely fuel-efficient power system. So, if you were to 
keep the UFO issue as “a matter of public ridicule”, this would, in this context, keep the associated energy 
question in the realm of ridicule. Interestingly, one other UFO researcher, Stanton Friedman described it as 
“a mistake” to link the UFO and the Energy Issue. I am still puzzled as to why he said this, because he 
himself used to work on nuclear rockets (the NERVA programme)11.

I agreed with Dr. Greer about the energy issue and I was glad that someone was working in this area - 
presenting this question in public. I felt so strongly that he was correct that I decided I would somehow try 
to speak out myself, so I downloaded the Press Conference video and bought one of the DVD’s. I 
organised a small public event to show some portions of these videos. Later, I wrote to local clubs 
(women’s groups, Probus groups and others) and offered my “services” as a speaker to talk about the 
Disclosure Project (and at the talks I gave, I usually mentioned the energy issue when there was time) I 
invested some of my own money in equipment to do the presentations (LCD projector, portable speakers 
etc). I was even contacted by a man called Brian in London, who wanted to do a Disclosure Project 
presentation. He later booked a room in London and advertised the event. He invited local reporters and 
spoke briefly about it on local radio. I took the equipment, which allowed us to show the video. The first 
event was attended by about 20 people. 

Also, for a later event, Brian printed out sheets about free energy technology and we made a kind of 
“gallery display” at a place called “The Foundry” (a pub/club - also in London). We both wanted to raise 
awareness of these issues and this information. So we both counted ourselves as supporters of what Dr. 
Greer and the Disclosure Project were trying to achieve (and I still support its goals today). 

Seaspower 

Returning to Dr. Greer’s initiatives, I was also interested to hear how he had started his "Seaspower" 
initiative (and the name was a kind of play on words). Dr. Greer said he was going to run this initiative as a 
business - to find, develop and market energy technologies which were either "fuel-less", "over unity" (i.e. 
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RESULTS OF “SCIENTIFIC TEST” CARRIED OUT ON AE911 
“TRUTH”

21 Jun 2011 

Andrew Johnson (ad.johnson@ntlworld.com)

It was recently brought to my attention that a second AE911 Truth petition signer - Scott Krajca – had 
remarks relating to the research of Dr. Judy Wood into the destruction of the WTC62 deleted from the 
“biography” section of his profile. When he saw that this had happened, he asked for his profile to be 
deleted. Therefore, it seems to be clear that they are attempting to censor the study of available evidence. 
I have included Mr Krajca’s correspondence below, and the response he was sent by AE911 – and I thank 
him for allowing us to post this. 
It now seems to be the case that the behaviour of the AE911 group has been “tested” and the results are 
“repeatable”. A previous “test” by Abraham Hafiz Rodriguez who also mentioned the research of Dr. Judy 
Wood - to Richard Gage - resulted in his name being deleted from the petition – initially without his 
knowledge63. At an event in Chicago, Abe Rodriguez asked Richard Gage why he was deleted from the 
petition. Gage’s responses were rather vague and even contradictory64.  Similar results were obtained by 
We Are Change Oshkosh65.

It should be pointed out that Dr. Judy Wood is the only person to initiate court action based on the 
scientific evidence pertaining to the destruction of the WTC66. She is also the only person to complete and 
publish a comprehensive and independent forensic investigation into the destruction of the WTC67.

It seems that the conclusions of this forensic investigation are so important that whole organisations, who 
claim to be oriented around truthful, open investigations have been tasked with covering up, muddling up 
and attempting to discredit this research. Some of this activity is being done on a kind of “world tour”68.

Of “Nut Jobs” and “Witchcraft” 
On 08 May 2011, Ralph Winterrowd, on his RBN show,  asked Mr Richard Gage – leader of AE911 
“truth” - about the evidence referenced above. (The link here is for the full show, about which there was 
doubt if he would be able to do the broadcast.69) Mr Gage’s response was interesting70.

“There are dozens of nuts out there with PhDs…” 

“…now when Judy Wood is not going to acknowledge any of that evidence and just hand wave it 
away, then she’s not practicing science, she’s practicing witchcraft. Go ahead… 

It is somewhat amusing to hear Mr Gage fall short of calling Dr. Judy Wood a “nut”, but he then later, 
without apparent reservation, accuses her of practicing "witchcraft" (which would imply he thinks she is "a 
witch"…?) 

Clearly, AE911 is not practicing “witchcraft”. However, it does seem, following these tests, to be involved 
in what might be termed an “intellectual witch hunt”.  

The way to find the truth is to look at the evidence. Finding the truth it is not achieved by censoring, 
ridiculing and insulting those that are presenting the evidence. In the audio clip above, and the “rebuttal” (it 
isn’t really a “rebuttal”) article AE911 have posted about Dr. Judy Wood’s research, there is only an 
attempt to address the missing steel evidence and what is known as “the spire”. Both assertions can be 
seen, by studying the available evidence, to be incorrect and the rebuttal itself is therefore both incorrect 
and incomplete. 

Correspondence from Scott Kralj 
Ú®±³æ Í½±¬¬ Õ®¿¶½¿ ä½±¬¬à©·¼»¿©¿µ»³»¼·¿¹®±«°ò½±³â 
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ideas for the future. We heard from no one else whom he had met or worked with in the previous 6 years or 
so. As can be seen if you watch the videos, he merely a has large screen TV with a shot of the Aero2012 
website on it. Am I being too curmudgeonly in suggesting that even if he showed the “Race to Zero Point” 
video linked above, he would have provided more specific information to his audience? 

The Aero2012 and Seaspower Websites 

On closer examination, at the time the Aero2012 website was launched, it could be seen that it had an 
identical layout and even most of the same content as the Seaspower website, then some 6 years old (and 
the domain name has even lapsed so does not redirect to the new initiative). The only things that seemed to 
have changed were the logo and the “colour scheme”. Even at the time of writing this article, even though 
the Aero2012 layout has been revised, we can still compare the content of some of the pages from the 2 
sites. Here are 2 links and their associated content, some of it listed in the WebArchive (www.archive.org) 

http://www.aero2012.com/en/why.html 

Why AERO? An Overview for Inventors 

An historical overview of over-unity electric 
generators and other unconventional energy 
innovations shows that for at least 75 years, human 
society could have had a replacement for fossil fuels 
and the internal combustion engine. The fact that 
such energy breakthroughs are not in use today is 
ample evidence that the hurdles to the widespread 
use of such technologies is less about inventing 
such a system - or even about adequate funding - 
and primarily about 'something else'. Since the time 
of Tesla, inventors have been discovering ways to 
extract energy from the space around us. And yet 
we all still drive cars using gasoline, and live in 
homes powered mostly by coal-fired public utilities. 

http://web.archive.org/web/20060519071232/www
.seaspower.com/whyseas.htm  
Why SEAS? An Overview for Inventors 

An historical overview of over-unity electric 
generators and other unconventional energy 
innovations shows that for at least 75 years, human 
society could have had a replacement for fossil fuels 
and the internal combustion engine. The fact that 
such energy breakthroughs are not in use today is 
ample evidence that the hurdles to the widespread 
use of such technologies is less about inventing 
such a system - or even about adequate funding - 
and primarily about 'something else'. Since the time 
of Tesla, inventors have been discovering ways to 
extract energy from the space around us. And yet 
we all still drive cars using gasoline, and live in 
homes powered mostly by coal-fired public utilities. 

http://www.aero2012.com/en/latestnews.html 
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So, where are the details of the inventions, projects or devices that Seaspower worked on? Is there nothing
to show? 

In June 2008, Dr. Greer was interviewed on “The Paracast” (http://www.theparacast.com/ - scroll down for 
the list)  and he was asked some similar questions to the ones I am asking here, so there is a chance to hear 
some of his responses19.
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However, no response of any kind was received to any of the e-mails I sent to any of the 3 e-mail 
addresses, so my original channel is still “dead”. I have, however, created a new channel 
http://www.youtube.com/user/checktheevidence and I will be slowly uploading most of the original videos 
I had onto that channel over the next few weeks and months.  

Conclusion 

Unfortunately, due to my efforts to contact the person at Energetic Productions LLC by sending them 3 
different e-mails and their failure to contact me separately to ask me to delete any “offending clips”, and 
my fairly clear agenda of trying to educate and inform people regarding the truth about the “limited 
hangout” that most people and groups are adopting when it comes to a discussion of free energy 
technology58, I can only assume that the party behind filing 2 copyright violation notifications against my 
channel wanted my channel to be closed – so that the information which was present in/on it would become 
inaccessible. Bearing in mind the clear connections of the main person behind Energetic Productions LLC, 
I do not find this too surprising. 

Perhaps some people really do want useful knowledge about free energy technology and the knowledge of 
its weaponisation to be covered up. Perhaps they don’t really care what effect this has had and is having on 
the world. Perhaps they’re happy to keep up a pretence that they are trying to reveal some of this 
information – but in actuality they are helping to keep the most important aspects of this knowledge 
covered up. However, there is a chance I could be wrong, so each reader must come to their own 
conclusion – by studying and considering the available evidence. 

YouTube Channel Termination Notice

Ú®±³æ Ç±«Ì«¾» Å³¿·´¬±æ²±Á®»°´§à§±«¬«¾»ò½±³Ã  
Í»²¬æ ðê Ö«²» îðïï îíæîï 
Ì±æ ¿¼¶«µ 
Í«¾¶»½¬æ ¿¼¶«µ ó Ê·¼»± ®»³±ª»¼ ó Ý±°§®·¹¸¬ ×²º®·²¹»³»²¬ 

Help Centre59 | 
email options60

Dear adjuk, 
We have disabled the following material as a result of a third-party notification from Energetic Productions 
LLC, claiming that this material is infringing: 

Weather Modification - Energy Weapons - Bearden 1985
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wONXMWfDUSA  

This is the third notification that we have received alleging copyright infringement in one of your postings. 
Consequently, your account has been terminated.

If one of your postings has been misidentified as infringing, you may submit a counter-notification. 
Information about this process is in our Help Centre61.

Please note that under Section 512(f) of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially 
misrepresents that material was disabled due to mistake or misidentification may be liable for damages.  

Yours sincerely, 

– The YouTube Team 
© 2011 YouTube, LLC 

901 Cherry Ave, San Bruno, CA 94066  
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13 years ago! Does Dr. Greer have a plan for succeeding where Meier failed? What does Dr. Greer think 
about the mysterious death of Stanley Meier, I wonder? 

Questions and Comments 

In writing articles such as this, it is easy for people to think that I may be “knocking” or disparaging efforts 
such as those being made by Steven Greer and his associates. This is not my intent, especially because I 
myself am not in a position to offer to be a large investor in alternative energy technologies, nor do I have 
the level of practical, design, machine-shop or electronics skills required to build or develop my own 
system, unless such things are available in kit form. 

The criticism I have of Seaspower, Aero2012 and The Orion Project is simply that one thing seems to have 
“morphed” into the next, and we find no examples of technology that any of these initiatives have either 
introduced into general use, or even evaluated and discounted. 

Critically, as far as I have been able to determine, nowhere on the Aero2012 website does it mention or 
describe why or how the Seaspower initiative have failed  and neither are the results of any investment of 
time and research analysed or discussed. Similarly, on the Orion Project Website, we can find no analysis 
or discussion of the results of Aero2012’s - or its own - projects or initiatives and why they failed or why 
they were successful (if they were successful). 

Some signs on the Orion Project’s website are slightly more interesting, as they do list some specific areas 
of research, although details of any active projects are decidedly sketchy. 

The bottom line is, then, that after 7 years, none of the initiatives that Steven Greer has been involved with 
have produced any results that have been disclosed to the public. There is no information about projects 
undertaken, no names of people involved in them (apart from those listed as advisors) and there is no list of 
specific projects that are being worked on or any information on timescales. 

One can easily suggest  that  the reason for this  is  to stop the “Powers that  Be” from interfering with their  
efforts, but how long can this go on? Is the interference so great that all that can be done is to re-create a 
website with a different colour scheme, but the same information after 6 years? 

One of the overall results could be that people who had come to consider that Free Energy technologies 
really were going to become available through initiatives like Aero2012 or Orion Project will “lose faith” 
and lose interest and begin to doubt that Free Energy technologies even exist or if they can be made viable 
in general usage. 

If a group such as Seaspower, which is against secrecy in government, has taken 7 years and produced 
nothing – not even a report on how or why its own projects have been “scuppered” by those with vested 
interests, then what are the rest of us to think? Where has all the money gone? Where is the accountability? 
If we have no information, then how is the overall result any different from that produced by a Government 
Funded programme? 

Col Tom Bearden 

It is interesting to note that one of the people that both Orion Project and Disclosure have consulted is Col 
Tom Bearden, who has a very interesting website. In 1985, he made a presentation entitled Scalar 
Technology and Weather Modification25 a segment of this presentation talks about interferometry26, and 
when I saw this, it struck me that this could be very relevant to how the WTC was destroyed (because 
interferometry is what John Hutchison uses to generate his effects). However, Tom Bearden doesn’t seem 
to have spent much time looking at the WTC evidence27.
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if not all of the other clips on my defunct channel, had posted the clip for educational purposes. Therefore, 
if given the chance (which I was not), I would have argued that “fair use” applies – especially for material 
such as this, which seems pertinent to exploring areas of what must be hidden knowledge. (Again, this 7 
minute clip can probably also be found if you look for it.) 

So, this clip had been posted on my channel for almost 3 years at the time I received a second “copyright 
violation by Energetic Productions LLC”. This meant I now had 3 copyright violations “lodged” against 
my channel – 2 of which were from Energetic Productions LLC – and so, immediately, all my channel 
became inaccessible – videos, messages, comments etc all “gone”. 

I took a brief look at trying to “file a counter claim35”, but this looked much too troublesome to go through, 
when I could repost all the other videos if I really needed to, even though it would take a long time. 

Energetic Productions LLC? 

Clearly, it seemed worth digging a little deeper here, because they had filed 2 of the 3 copyright violations 
against me/my channel… 

Energetic Productions LLC is a company selling DVD’s and books primarily about the research and 
experiments of 2 people. The first is Colonel Tom Bearden (Retired)36 – a figure who is regularly quoted in 
relation to “scalar weapons”. Bearden is clearly a person of some knowledge and intelligence, yet in his 
2004 Book (reprinted in 2006) 37on page 23, still maintains that Al Qaida and Osama Bin Laden were 
responsible for the events of 9/11. (A notion which is patently ridiculous when the evidence is studied for 
more than about 10 minutes.) Tom Bearden also has spoken about weather modification38 and John 
Hutchison’s research39, yet has not commented on the presence of Hurricane Erin on 9/1140 nor the strong 
similarity of the phenomena John Hutchison produced in his experiments to those catalogued by Dr. Judy 
Wood in the evidence she collected pertaining to the destruction of the WTC41. Strange… 

The second person that Energetic Productions LLC sell DVD’s about is John Bedini42. He has invented a 
type of motor which captures some of the “back EMF” which is normally filtered out of a circuit when the 
motor is slowing down or stopping. Bedini’s circuit allows some of the back EMF – apparently a “radiant 
pulse”, as Tesla may have called it, to be “captured” – and used to charge a battery. Various people have 
posted YouTube videos of their own reproductions of this technology – and it does, indeed, appear to do 
something unusual. One or two YouTube posters seem to have built systems that are self-running (i.e. the 
motor runs from one battery and charges another, then the batteries are switched – in some examples, 
electronically, and the system continues to run). 

The Bedini technology also seems to have been developed into a commercial product – the Renaissance 
Charger43. It does appear to be obtaining small amounts of “energy from the vacuum”. 

But what is the goal of Energetic Productions LLC? Perhaps it is just to “make money” from its products 
and DVDs? Does it feel that me reposting clips from its videos is a real threat to its revenue streams? Or 
could it be argued that my videos would be free advertising for them? Why would they suddenly file a 
copyright violation for a 25-year-old video? (Remember, these violations are not filed “accidentally”). 

Free Energy Is Real – So are “Limited Hangouts” 

Perhaps my goal is different to theirs – I want people to know that free energy technology is real. I want 
them also to know that it has already been weaponised44. I also want them to know that powerful interests 
are working to keep the true knowledge about free energy technologies covered up45. I want them to know 
that there are some people who are encouraging a “limited hangout” – along the lines of “well, there may 
be some way to get a little energy from the vacuum, but not in really useful amounts and we’re years and 
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YOUTUBE, COPYRIGHT AND CENSORSHIP -
THE TRUTH ABOUT “FREE ENERGY” TECHNOLOGY

ad.johnson@ntlworld.com 
19 June 2011

YouTube – A Wonderful Invention! 

Since its inception in about 2006, YouTube has become a truly incredible resource for sharing information. 
When you’re feeling nostalgic, you can search and find almost any memorable clip from any TV show 
from the last 50 years, along with old TV commercials, tunes, cartoons. And, of course there are millions of 
“video blog entries” about all kinds of subjects. I am sometimes given to wonder how any company can 
afford to run a service like this which must require a vast system of disk and computer storage – running 
into  Petabytes  (millions  of  gigabytes  –  10^15  bytes)  per  year.  It  sometimes  amazes  me  that  we  get  to  
upload and view all these videos – for free!  

I started my own channel in 2006 under the rather unimaginative name “adjuk”28 (my initials along with 
my country of residence). However, there is one issue that we uploaders have to contend with…  

Copyright? Copy-wrong? 

On 06 June 2011, I was notified (presumably by some automatic system) that my YouTube 
channel/account had been terminated. There was no immediate warning about this (i.e. in this scenario, 
there does not seem to be any action or alternatives one can take to avoid this from happening). 

However, there was some “history” to the occurrence of termination, which I perhaps had not paid close 
enough attention to. 

I set up my YouTube channel in about 2006 and I did receive a copyright violation notices for one of the 
earlier videos I posted – either it was one of David Icke appearing on the Wogan show in 200729, or it was 
one of a researcher called David Boyle appearing on BBC Question Time in 200630. At the links I have 
included here, you can still find both these videos online.  

So this meant that by about 2007, I had one copyright violation notification against my channel (but I don’t 
think, at the time, the video was deleted or disabled). Also in 2007, one of my videos was disabled as being 
“inappropriate content” – which was rather curious at the time. (I reposted the clip elsewhere31.)

Next, in 2008, I posted an edited video clip of John Bedini discussing his motor technology. I had used a 
clip from the film “Energy From the Vacuum Part 232” (a trailer for his film is available33. Oddly, the 
YouTube trailer does not contain a link to the website where the DVD of the film can be purchased). It was 
for this video clip that I was later notified there was a “copyright violation by Energetic Productions LLC”. 
At that time, I thought if I deleted the video clip, it would essentially mean that the “violation notice count” 
would be reduced back to what it was before (i.e. I hadn’t considered the “consequences” and I did not 
realise a “3-strikes-and-you’re-out” rule that seems to apply). 

Later in 2008, I posted another clip – it was from a 1985 video called “Soviet Weather Engineering Over 
North America” which feature Tom Bearden giving a lecture, I think at a McDonnell Douglas event (as he 
refers to Jack Houck as one of their engineers). You may still be able to find a copy of this video online if 
you google for it. The clip I posted was a 7 minute segment from this video – where Bearden talks about a 
“Tesla Death Ray” and “Interfering beams”, whilst showing a diagram of 2 “projectors”. I was struck by 
Bearden’s description (try and watch this clip if you can), because of my involvement with and knowledge 
of Dr. Judy Wood’s research about how interference effects were seen in the evidence from the destruction 
of the World Trade Centre on Sept. 11th 200134. It seemed “too close for comfort”. I therefore, as with most 


